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Abstract: A new method for controlling the plant in networked control systems (NCSs) is proposed. Network time delay and packet
loss are two major drawbacks in data communication networkswhich make NCSs unstable. Unlike previous related researchworks, this
new proposed rotating PI controller based method has the advantage of considering time delay and packet loss effects simultaneously.
Time delay is estimated online and then used for tuning the PIcontroller by rotating the phase plane, while packet loss sequences
are modeled by Markov chain. This novel method improves the performance compared to other methods, especially when packets are
dropped consecutively and network time delays are large. Infact, the results show that with the network time delay as large as 600 ms,
and packet loss occurring evenly, the index of the rotating PI controller performance will be improved by approximatelytwo and a half
times compared to the performance index of classical Smith predictor. This ratio will be improved by approximately eight and a half
times compared to the performance index of PI controller. Furthermore, in the case that the packet loss occurs consecutively, the results
show a ratio improvement of approximately three and ten for our suggested method in comparison to Smith predictor and PI controller,
respectively.

Keywords: Data Communication Network, Markov Chain, Networked Control Systems, Network Time Delay, Packet Loss, Phase
Plane, Rotating PI Controller.

1 Introduction

Networked control systems (NCSs) are spatially
distributed systems in which digital communication
networks are used as media to transmit control signals
among sensors, actuators, and controllers [1]. NCSs could
connect spatially distributed components and establish a
flexible control structure which consequently provides
expand ability for design and installation of control
systems and easy maintenance. NCSs could be used in
widespread fields such as mobile sensor networks [2],
remote surgery [3], haptics collaboration over the Internet
[4], and automated highway systems and unmanned aerial
vehicles [5]. Murray et al. in [6] have pointed out the
importance of control over networks in the future of
control science. However, application of a network
against several separate channels produces new
constraints. Packet loss and stochastic time delay in NCSs
are two major knotty challenges that were mentioned in
[1], and still they are two first problems in these systems
[7].

In [8], a method for improving the Smith predictor
against uncertain network time delay was proposed while
packet loss problem was neglected. In [9], a fuzzy
inference system for determining PID controller
coefficients in Smith predictor for wireless networked
control system was proposed, but the range of time delay
changes in network was assumed about 150 ms while
again, it did not suggest any specific model for packet
loss. We introduced an online adaptive fuzzy logic
controller based on rules-table rotation in [10], in which
the range of induced network time delay could increase to
600 ms. Optimization of the output fuzzy membership
functions in the proposed controller by means of genetic
algorithm, results in the system performance
improvement [11]. Analysis of the packet loss problem is
complicated for non-classic controllers like fuzzy logic
controller thus, Wen and Li have studied on minimum
packet loss sequence for classic PID controller in NCS
based on Markov chain [12]. However, they have not
proposed any PID controller structure and neglected the
network time delay problem. In this paper, a PI controller
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with a rotating phase plane is introduced. The proposed
controller is tested over the large time delay and high rate
packet loss via Markov chain model. The proposed
controller shows a robust performance not only against
the network packet loss but also against the network time
delay.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
NCSs, modeling, stochastic time delay, and packet loss
are introduced. Section 3, first describes a PI controller in
order to control the position of an AC 400 W servo motor
and next introduces a novel rotating PI controller by
means of rotating phase plane using a trained neural
network. Section 4 contains the related simulations and
results. This paper ends with conclusion in Section 5.

2 Networked Control Systems

Due to expansion of communication networks around the
world in recent years, shared commutation networks such
as controller area network (CAN) and Ethernet could be
used to transmit control and feedback signals. In this case,
wiring costs and the demand for maintaining separate
dedicated communication links for each control system
are reduced. However, utilization of communication
network to control systems is not a comprehensive
solution and has its own constraints and challenges such
as network time delay and packet loss [1,7] which can
negatively affect the system performance. Figure1 shows
a common model of single-input single-output (SISO)
networked control system. As shown in this figure,t1 and
t2 display network time delays in control loop for forward
(controller to actuator) and feedback (sensor to controller)
directions, respectively. Measurement of round-trip time
(RTT) could be significant as it should provide an
accurate estimation for total time delay. As the distances
between server node and client node increase, the time
delay raises respectively. This may lead to more nodes to
be included and hence gaining a higher RTT. To design a
classical Smith predictor, the parameter,tm, is set to a
constant value which equals to average approximation of
time delays in network loop. The RTT value could be
used for rotating PI controller to compensate induced
network time delay. Generally, the parameters of PI
controller are constant during control process. This paper
has suggested a method in which RTT is applied to a
mapping neural network to calculate an angle for rotating
the phase plane in a PI controller.

2.1 Networked Control System Model

Generally, a networked control system contains three
main sections: controller, network, and plant. In Fig.1,
controller is defined by the following equations:

{

ẋC(t) = ACxC(t)+BCŷ(t)
u(t) =CCxC(t)+DCŷ(t) (1)

)(ˆ tu)(tu

)(ˆ ty )(ty

Fig. 1: A SISO NCS model.

wherexC(t) is the state, ˆy andu are input and output of
the controller, respectively. Plant is considered by the
following equations:

{

ẋP(t) = APxP(t)+BPû(t)
y(t) =CPxP(t)

(2)

wherexP(t) is the state, ˆu andy are input and output of
the plant, respectively. In networked control systems, the
effect of network can be modeled by two major
parameters: time delay and packet loss. Network time
delays are defined as the time differences between the
input and output signals of the network. The following
equations definee1 and e2 as two network error
parameters:

e1 = u− û′ , û′ = u(t − t1)
e2 = y− ŷ′ , ŷ′ = y(t − t2)

(3)

Packet loss phenomenon is described by two loss vectors:
loss vector of control signal and loss vector of plant output.
The loss vector of control signal is defined by (4).

θ = [θ1,θ2, . . . ,θm] (4)

where θk indicates whether the control signal, ˆu′k, is
transmitted successfully (θk = 1) or it is lost (θk = 0).
Based on this definition, the control signal of plant input,
ûk, is obtained by (5).

ûk = θk · û
′
k (5)

The loss vector of plant output is defined by (6).

φ = [φ1,φ2, . . . ,φm] (6)

whereφk indicates whether the output, ˆy′k, is transmitted
successfully (φk = 1) or it is lost (φk = 0). Based on this
definition, the feedback signal of controller input, ˆyk, is
obtained by (7).

ŷk = φk · ŷ
′
k (7)
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2.2 Network Time Delay and Network Packet
Loss Models

The controller or plant cannot always access to the most
updated signal of the plant or controller, respectively,
because time delays and packet loss occur in a
communication channel. Therefore, knowledge about
network time delay or network packet loss patterns are
the most important issues to be considered in NCS.

2.2.1 Network Time Delay Model

In a networked control system, the control commands are
transmitted over the network in a packet form. Since
packets can be transmitted from different ways then
different time delays are resulted for two consecutive
packets and causes jitter. For example in forward
direction of control process, this problem causes the
sensor receives the later packet earlier. Jitter may cause
undesirable effects on control performance. The total
communication latency of time delays in forward
direction (from controller to actuator) and backward
direction (from sensor to controller) is defined as
network-induced time delay in NCSs. Time delays in
control loop have harmful effect on system performance.
Time delay in the network is a random process. Any
changes in time delay would directly affect the control
performance. The range of network time delay is the
other important factor that affects the control performance
directly. Du et al. in [9] have assumed the maximum of
time delay is about 150 ms and in [13], interval of time
delays is between 0 and 200 ms. However, in reality the
range of time delays could exceed 500 ms in network [8].
Thus, in this paper we have used a random process with
uniform distribution changing in constant steps to model
network time delays. These constant steps show the
modes of different delays (e.g. 200 ms, 400 ms, and 600
ms).

2.2.2 Packet Loss Sequence Model

In a simple model, the packet loss distribution is assumed
based on a Bernoulli process [1,14] but this distribution
cannot model the behavior of network in NCS preciously,
nevertheless still in some recent studies, Bernoulli process
has been used to model the network packet loss in NCS
[15]. Packet loss over a communication link causes
probabilistic behavior due to random inherent of
communication channel. One of the most popular
parameters used for introducing the packet loss
phenomenon is packet loss rate, i.e. the average of packet
loss. The packet loss rate is defined as the percentage of
missing packets to all packets ratio. By this definition,
only the rate of packet loss is known. Therefore, the
distribution of packet loss is unknown. However, the
patterns and distribution of packet loss sequences in

networks play vital role in real-time applications such as
control over network, voice over network, and video over
network. For example, suppose that in ten packets, five
packets are dropped. Thus, the network packet loss rate is
50 percent. If the packet loss happens evenly, it will not
have any significant effect on the performance of NCS. If
the packets are dropped consecutively, the performance of
control system will reduce strongly. To model packet loss
sequence with a specific packet loss rate, Imer et al. used
a Bernouli random process, which looks at the most
updated packet [16]. However, for controlling a plant, the
controller and plant require to know the most updated
packet and previous signal. When the packet loss happens
consecutively, the controller or plant cannot access to
feedback signals or control signals for a long period of
time, respectively. This problem is more significant when
the control or feedback signals change quickly. Each
packet loss sequence can have different probability. This
probabilistic behavior is not considered in Bernouli
random process. Yuksel and Basar in [17] proposed a
Markov chain model to capture the state of reliability of
the network. Wen and Li in [12] considered only the
packet loss sequence and did not look at network time
delay problem whilst they did not propose any controller
or any simulation results. The number of states in Markov
chain model is derived from the transfer functions of
controller and plant. When the control signals and
feedback signals want to be transmitted over data
communication network, they should be changed to
digital signals. After receiving digital signals by actuator
or controller, they usually will be transformed to analog
signals. The general transfer function of the controller or
plant is according to (8).

G(z) =
C(z)
R(z)

=
β0z−n +β1z−n+1+ · · ·+βn

α0z−n +α1z−n+1+ · · ·+αn
(8)

Usually, digital signals are transformed to analog
signals using zero-order hold (ZOH) method. It means
that recent digital signals are held as the value of the
analog signal until the next sampling moment. It leads to
one sampling interval delay. Therefore, always the power
of z in the numerator of the transfer functions is lower
than the dominator at least by one. Then the transfer
function in (8) can be rewritten as the following form:

G(z) =
C(z)
R(z)

=
β0z−n +β1z−n+1+ · · ·+βn−1z−1

α0z−n +α1z−n+1+ · · ·+αn
(9)

The (9) can be represented in (10) as difference form,

c[k] =
1

αn
[βn−1r[k−1]+ · · ·+β0r[k− n]

−αn−1c[k−1]−·· ·−α0c[k− n]] (10)

wheren is the order of the transfer function. From (10), it
is concluded thatn previous input signals andn previous
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output signals, which affect the output (c[k]) directly, are
needed to compute the value ofc[k]. Lack of one of these
signal packets will cause thec[k] not to reach its real
value. Therefore, to consider the performance of NCS, it
is required to consider then previous signals [12]. The
feedback signal, which is produced by sensor, is the input
of controller and the control signal, which is produced by
controller, is the input of actuator. Packet loss occurs in
both the forward and backward paths and affects the
performance of NCS. Thus, it is important to consider
both controller and plant transfer functions. They can
have different orders. For modeling the packet loss,
however, the maximum order between controller transfer
function and plant transfer function should be selected. If
the maximum order between these two transfer functions
is three then three consecutive packets should be selected
for analyzing the packet loss phenomenon. In this case,
there are 23 = 8 states for either receiving or dropping
these three packets. Markov chain model can be used for
representing these 8 states. Markov chain model is a
discrete stochastic process withp states denoted asX(p)
for p = 0,1, . . . ,P − 1, and P > 1. The transition
probability from one state to another state is the
probability that whether the next packet will be received
or dropped. To model packet loss using Markov chain, the
state is shown by bit string. The rightmost bit indicates
the situation of recent packet. When the packet is not
received, this bit is “0” and when the packet is received
successfully this bit is “1”. Also in Markov chain model,
each state can transit to only two other states [12].
Suppose the recent state is “001”. This state can transit
only to “010” if the next packet is dropped, or “011” if the
next packet is received. Therefore, for each state, an error
probability can be determined that shows the probability
of transition to two other states. Thus, both the rate of
packet loss and the probabilities of patterns can be
determined using Markov chain model. To illustrate the
process, consider the following sequence of packet
situations, where “1” represents the received packet and
“0” represents the dropped packet.
1→ 0→ 0→ 1→ 0→ 1→ 1→ 1→ 1→ 0→ 0→ 0→
0→ 1
This sequence can be shown via Markov chain model.
The 4-states, 8-states, 16-states, and 32-states Markov
chain models for this sequence are represented in Table1.
For example in 8-states, the first state is “100”. This
means that the first bit, the second bit, and the third bit are
“1”, “0”, and “0”, respectively. When the fourth bit is “1”,
the next state will be “001” as shown in the second row of
8-states in the Table1. Figure 2 shows the 8-states
Markov chain model with its error probabilities. The
green continuous lines indicate that in the next transition,
packet has been received successfully and the red dashed
lines indicate that packet loss has occurred in the next
transition.T8 in (11), is the Markov state transition matrix
for Fig. 2. In this matrix,e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, ande7
are the probabilities of packet loss patterns. They can be
different if some patterns may occur more, but if there is

Fig. 2: 8-states Markov chain model for packet loss sequences.

not any knowledge about their prior probabilities, these
values will be assumed to be equal.

T8 =























e0 1− e0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 e1 1− e1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 e2 1− e2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 e3 1− e3
e4 1− e4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 e5 1− e5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 e6 1− e6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 e7 1− e7























(11)

Table 1: 4-states, 8-states, 16-states, and 32-states Markov chain
models for a sequence of packet situations.

4-states 8-states 16-states 32-states
10 100 1001 10010
00 001 0010 00101
01 010 0101 01011
10 101 1011 10111
01 011 0111 01111
11 111 1111 11110
11 111 1110 11100
11 110 1100 11000
10 100 1000 10000
00 000 0000 00001
00 000 0001
00 001
01

3 Rotating PI Controller for NCS

One of the most broadly applicable controllers in
industrial processes is proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller. A PID controller calculates an error
value as the difference between a measured output
variable and a desired set point. The controller attempts to
minimize the error by adjusting control inputs of the
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process. More than 90 percent of industrial controllers are
still designed based on PID methods. Their good
performance in different functional conditions caused
their widespread applications and sometimes because of
their simple scheme, PID can be implemented in a simple
method. An increasing research attention has recently
been paid to the PID control design for NCS. In this
section, firstly the PI controller and the classical Smith
predictor are described. In the next step rotating PI
controller is proposed, which could improve the
performance of NCS.

3.1 PI Controller

Proportional-integral (PI) controllers are more common to
use. While derivative action is sensitive to the
measurement noise, the integral term may facilitate the
system to reach its target value. The transfer function of a
PI controller is obtained from (12).

Gc = KP +KI
1
S

(12)

As shown in (12), this controller has two terms: the
proportional and the integral terms. Also it has two
constant parameters.KP andKI are the proportional gain
and the integral gain, respectively. While the proportional
term depends on the present errors, the integral term
depends on the accumulation of the past errors. To
analyze a PI controller in a networked control system,
first the output of plant is measured and then it would be
compared with a reference signal. This comparison
generates the error signal. The plant used for the
simulation is an AC 400 W servo motor. An encoder with
gain of 104 P/R is considered for measuring the position
of servo motor as output. The coefficients of the PI
controller,KP andKI , for this plant are set to be 10−4 and
10−8, respectively [8]. The transfer function of the plant
is obtained from (13).

GP(s) =
104(0.058s+3.221)

s(0.0001s2+0.019s+1)
(13)

3.2 Classical Smith Predictor

A classical Smith predictor is utilized in this paper to
compare the results. Figure3 shows the structure of Smith
predictor in which GC is the common PI controller
introduced in Section 3.1,GP and ĜP are the transfer
functions of the plant and its estimation. The Smith
tuning parameter for compensation of time delay,tm, is a
constant value which equates approximately to the total
time delays in control process. The performance of
system would be better off when calculating the exact
total time delay. Here,tm is set to be 200 ms for the
simulations. As mentioned̂GP is the estimation ofGP.

ste 1−

ste 2−

)1)((ˆ st
p

mesG −−

CG

)(sGSmith

)(sGp

Fig. 3: Classical Smith predictor in networked control systems.

Hence it makes imparity among these transfer functions
which in turn results in instabilities and increasing the
error of system. It could be one of the important issues in
classical Smith predictors. In the simulations of this paper
theGP andĜP are ideally assumed to be equal.

3.3 Rotating PI Controller

In the suggested rotating PI controller, firstly RTT is
estimated between two nodes of network [8,11], then this
estimated value would be utilized for rotating the phase
plane in PI controller via a mapping neural network. To
be more accurate in this method, the PI controller
introduced in Section 3.1 would be integrated with an
online neural network. The value of RTT would gain an
estimation of online time delay which in turn provides the
amount of rotation angle of PI phase plane by a mapping.
As time elapses, the error and its derivative values move
on the phase plane in a spiral path during the control
process. Time delays prevent the application of the error
and its derivative values on desired time as a requirement
for producing the proper control signals. Thus, the
application of this suggested method with a rotating phase
plane could be a solution for these problematic time
delays and improve the system performance against
packet loss. This paper has suggested a control method
which integrates PI controller with a two-layer multilayer
perceptron (MLP) neural network shown in Fig.4. The
input and output of the neural network are RTT and
rotation angle, respectively. This neural network has two
neurons in the first layer and one neuron in the second
layer. The “tansig” and “purelin” shown in equations (14)
and (15) are applied for the transfer functions of the first
and second layers in the neural network, respectively.

tansig(n) =
2

1+ e−2n −1 (14)

purelin(n) = n (15)

Several time delays are used as the input of data set to
train the neural network. In this case, the rotation angles
of these time delays are mined manually and then these
values would be applied for training the neural network.
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Fig. 4: Online rotating PI controller.

The output to input ratio of the neural network is shown
in Fig. 5. The rotation angle’s value which is determining
for rotation of phase plane in PI controller would shift
alternatively according to the value of RTT. The
parameters of rotating PI controller,KP andKI , are equal
to the values used in Section 3.1. The phase plane rotation
structure of rotating PI controller and trend of rotation are
shown in Fig.6. From this figure, the relation between the
old coordinates and new coordinates is obtained. Equation
(16) depicts the mapping relation of the error and its
derivative values in new coordinates in which matrix A, a
rotation transformation matrix, is shown in (17) and it
rotates coordinates by the angle ofα radian. Rotation of
coordinates results in that the error signal and its
derivative would apply on desired time based on network
time delay. For example if the network time delay is about
300 ms, and there is not any time delay compensation,
each control signal will be applied to the plant with 300
ms time delay. Thus, the plant will not receive the desired
control signal. By rotating coordinates, control signal is
estimated based on network time delay and then will be
applied to the plant. Due to using PI controller, the packet
loss effect in the network could be considered. Thus, this
new method can compensate network time delay while
the packet loss effect in network is considered.

[

enew
ėnew

]

= A

[

e
ė

]

(16)

A =

[

cos(α) −sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)

]

(17)
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Fig. 5: Output vs. input of neural network.

From complexity viewpoint, although the algorithm
needs some time to train neural network, this time
consuming stage does not affect the system performance
during the control process because the network training
process does not repeat when the system is in operation
mode. While the neural network was trained, since the
assumed neural network has one input and one output and
contains two layers, the angle of rotation is obtained by
two times multiplying matrices and two times summing
results and biases. The obtained value (neural network
output) is a one-dimensional element used as angle of
rotation. The error and its derivative are mapped to their
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Fig. 6: Rotation of coordinates.

new values using rotation transformation matrix. The
mapping operation is done using multiplying the error
and its derivative vector (two-by-one vector) by rotation
transformation matrix (two-by-two matrix). Therefore,
the calculation time of proposed method compared to
large values of time delays in digital network is
negligible. The calculation is simple and it does not have
any effect on the system performance.

4 Simulation Results

In this paper, the NCS consists of four main parts:
rotating PI controller, neural network, plant, and
communication network. In order to have an accurate
analysis of NCS, each part should be considered
separately. To plot the step response of system using
MATLAB the state-space equations are applied. For this
purpose, the transfer functions of controller and plant are
converted to continuous state-space equations. Since the
data transmitted through the network have digital
inherent, these continuous state-space equations need to
be converted to discrete state-space equations [10,11].
Discrete state-space form of the transfer function for the
plant shown in (13) is represented in (18) and (19).

x[k+1] =





0.0066−0.2973 0
0.4870 0.7295 0
0.0035 0.0089 1



x[k]+





7.7924
7.0909
0.0277



u[k] (18)

y[k] =
[

0 22.13 1228.7
]

x[k] (19)

Several random time delays are generated in the
simulations to evaluate the performance of NCS. Total

time delay (RTT) is the summation of the
forward-command time delay,t1, and the feedback time
delay, t2. By training the neural network using data set,
the values of biases and weights are derived which are
shown in (20)-(23).

IW1,1 =

[

0.0164
0.0070

]

(20)

b1 =

[

−2.3288
−2.2803

]

(21)

LW2,1 =
[

−0.4548−0.2184
]

(22)

b2 =−0.6479 (23)

In the simulations, the sampling time is considered to
be 0.01 second. In this paper, the simulations and
comparisons of the step responses are provided among
three controller types: 1) Rotating PI controller; 2)
Classical Smith predictor with PI controller; and 3) PI
controller.

The order of PI controller transfer function is one and
the order of plant transfer function is three. Thus, the
maximum of these orders is three. Therefore, the
dimensions of Markov transition matrices are 8 by 8. In
networked control systems which are real-time systems,
unlike data transfer applications, the information at
current time is important and the past measurements
become worthless. Therefore, in NCS, protocols such as
user datagram protocol (UDP) are used. In UDP unlike
transmission control protocol (TCP), receiving packets by
destination is not verified and retransmission does not
occur. In other words, there is no guaranty that packets
are received successfully. Therefore, depends on distance,
network traffic, number of nods, and noise, packet loss
rate may reach values over 70 percent. Here, six matrices
are described to generate packet loss sequences in
different conditions. The packet loss rates ofT20%eq,
T50%eq, andT70%eq are 20%, 50%, and 70%, respectively
while the probabilities of packet loss patterns are equal.
T20%neq, T50%neq, and T70%neq are the Markov transition
matrices with packet loss rates of 20%, 50%, and 70%,
respectively while the probabilities of packet loss patterns
are not equal. These values are according to the relevant
matrix in which some special patterns occur with higher
probability. The elements for all of these transition
matrices are as follows:T20%eq, T50%eq, andT70%eq areT8
whene0 = e1 = e2 = e3 = e4 = e5 = e6 = e7 and they are
equal to 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7, respectively andT20%neq,
T50%neq, and T70%neq are as follows:T20%neq is T8 when
e0 = e7 = 0.2, e1 = e2 = e3 = e5 = 0.1,e4 = e6 = 0.4;
T50%neq is T8 when e0 = 0.9,e1 = e5 = 0.3,e2 = e6 =
0.7,e3 = 0.2,e4 = 0.8,e7 = 0.1; T70%neq is T8 whene0 =
e2 = e4 = e5 = 0.9,e1 = 0.5,e3 = 0.4,e6 = 1,e7 = 0.1.
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Fig. 7: Markov chain model (Markov transition matrix is
T50%eq): a) Packet loss sequence in command-forward direction;
b) Packet loss sequence in feedback direction.
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Fig. 8: Markov chain model (Markov transition matrix is
T50%neq): a) Packet loss sequence in command-forward direction;
b) Packet loss sequence in feedback direction.

The packet loss sequences applied for
command-forward and feedback directions are according
to Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively, while the packet loss
rate is 50% and the probabilities of packet loss patterns
are assumed to be equal. Figures8 (a) and (b) show
similar generated sequences with 50% packet loss rate
and non-equal packet loss pattern probability. Although
the packet loss rate is 50% in both figures, due to
difference between probabilities of packet loss patterns in
T50%neq some states for this matrix may occur more and
some other states may occur less. In these cases, the
number of states in which packet loss occurred
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Fig. 9: Position (revolution of the motor shaft) control for three
different controllers (Markov transition matrix isT50%eq).
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Fig. 10: Position (revolution of the motor shaft) control for three
different controllers (Markov transition matrix isT50%neq).

consecutively is more and it causes much effect on
networked control systems.

Figure 9 and Fig.10 are simulation results for three
types of controllers based on packet loss sequences
illustrated in Fig.7 and Fig. 8, respectively. For these
simulations, the total network time delay is considered as
a uniform random process with mean of 400 ms and
distribution interval between -10 ms and 10 ms. These
figures show the NCS in order to control the position
(revolution of the motor shaft) of plant via network. Here,
the goal is to have the output follows the input more
closely. When the controller or plant did not receive the
packet, the last previous received signal value is replaced
as current one. As illustrated in these figures for either of
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Fig. 11: Simulation results (The transition matrix isT50%eq): a) Time delay; b) Reference signal; c) Position (revolution of the motor
shaft) for Rotating PI Controller; d) Position (revolutionof the motor shaft) for classical Smith predictor; e) Position (revolution of the
motor shaft) for PI controller; f) Packet loss sequence in command-forward direction; g) Packet loss sequence in feedback direction.
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Fig. 12: Simulation results (The transition matrix isT50%neq): a) Time delay; b) Reference signal; c) Position (revolution of the motor
shaft) for Rotating PI Controller; d) Position (revolutionof the motor shaft) for classical Smith predictor; e) Position (revolution of the
motor shaft) for PI controller; f) Packet loss sequence in command-forward direction; g) Packet loss sequence in feedback direction.
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cases, the proposed controller follows the input
accurately, with no significant overshoot.

Another important point is that in the case in which the
probabilities of packet loss patterns are not equal (e.g. Fig.
10), the first peak of Smith predictor and the first peak of
PI controller are over than 4 and 6, respectively, also the
second peak of PI controller is over than 6 which is less
than 5 in equal pattern probability case.

In order to conduct more precise evaluation,
simulations are carried out when network time delay
changes in step units, and reaches about 600 ms, as shown
in Fig. 11 and Fig.12. In these figures, the total network
time delay is considered as a uniform random process
with mean of 400 ms and distribution interval between
-10 ms and 10 ms, in which its mean increases to 600 ms
after the 20th second. To consider packet loss effect, the
results are illustrated in Fig.11 when the state transition
matrix of Markov chain isT50%eq and they are illustrated
in Fig. 12 when the state transition matrix of Markov
chain is T50%neq. Results show that the rotating PI
controller offers a better performance compared to other
controllers. When the probabilities of packet loss patterns
are different, with the sudden increase of the time delay
(Fig. 12), the effect of packet loss is more perceptible on
classical Smith predictor and PI controller. In all of these
figures, the output signal of rotating PI method does have
smaller overshoot and faster response compared to other
controllers. Therefore, this controller is preferable for
networked control system purposes. The results in [9]
indicate that system response would degrade with
network time delays over 200 ms. In [9], it was assumed
that the maximum of time delay is about 150 ms while
this maximum value was applied separately in command
and feedback directions. Despite considering the packet
loss issue, our suggested method shows more improved
response especially when the time delay is over 200 ms.
Even in the time delays about 600 ms, deformation in step
response is negligible compared to other investigated
methods. In spite of this large value of time delay
inducing continuously, results in Fig.11and Fig.12show
that, irrespective of the probabilities of patterns in packet
loss sequences, this does not have any significant effect
on the step response of the proposed method. To evaluate
the results analytically, a performance index should be
used. In this case, which is a position control example, the
aim is to have the output follows the input more closely.
The closer output follows the input the more accurate is
the performance. Thus, the integral of time multiplied by
absolute error (ITAE) can be a proper index for
comparing results. ITAE is commonly good performance
index in designing PID controllers. Equation (24) shows
the mathematical formula of ITAE.

ITAE =

∫ ∞

0
t|e(t)|dt (24)

Wheret is the time ande is the difference between output
and reference signals in control process.
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Fig. 13: ITAE for three controllers (Packet loss rate is 20 %).
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Fig. 14: ITAE for three controllers (Packet loss rate is 50 %).
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Fig. 15: ITAE for three controllers (Packet loss rate is 70 %).
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The smaller the ITAE values, the better is the
controller performance. Figures13-15 show the ITAE
values of the controllers versus network time delay when
the packet loss rates are 20%, 50%, and 70%,
respectively. The points over horizontal coordinates in
these figures are time-varying delays which are random
processes with mean of those points and uniform
distribution over the interval -10 ms and 10 ms. The ITAE
values of the controllers have been calculated over the
first pulse of input (2.9 seconds). Based on the results
from Fig. 13-15, when the probabilities of packet loss
patterns are equal, in all cases the ITAE value of rotating
PI controller is less than both ITAE values of classical
Smith predictor and PI controller. When network time
delay increases, the differences between ITAE values of
rotating PI controller and two other controllers become
greater. When the probabilities of packet loss patterns are
not equal, the results show that the performance of
rotating PI controller is better than two other controllers
especially when the time delay and packet loss rate
increase. Generally, when the time delay is about 600 ms
and the probabilities of packet loss patterns are equal, the
ITAE values of classical Smith predictor and PI controller
are 2.5622 and 8.5972 times of ITAE value of rotating PI
controller, respectively, and when the probabilities of
packet loss patterns are not equal, the ITAE values of
classical Smith predictor and PI controller are 2.9615 and
9.8395 times of ITAE value of rotating PI controller,
respectively. Therefore, even when the probabilities of
packet loss patterns are not equal, the results of rotating
PI controller are much better than two other controllers.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

A new method for controlling the plant in networked
control systems was proposed. The proposed method
tackles the problems of time delay and packet loss, which
destabilize the system, by rotating the phase plane in PI
controller. Packet loss is modeled by Markov chain.
Markov chain model makes it possible to investigate
some situations that are more effective on networked
control systems such as consecutive packet loss. The new
proposed method has the advantage of considering the
effects of time delay and packet loss simultaneously. This
controller used the online estimation of time delay and
was tuned for such time delay online by rotating the phase
plane. The results show the improvement of performance
in this novel method compared to other methods. In future
work the values in dropped packets will be estimated and
these values will be used for improvement of system
performance.
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